Testimonials
WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING ABOUT THE
PERPETUAL WEALTH SYSTEM
Although I questioned your approach initially I now believe you that you’re the “Real Deal”. My
wife and I look forward to working with you in putting together our wealth strategy. Tom
Herget
This seminar was amazing. I wish you guys had been doing this 20 years ago and I had found
you then. Thanks, I can’t wait to get started with you. Colin McClive
I’ve been to a lot of real estate/money making seminars and I found this one to have the most
value of them all. It’s a complete package using your own bank to real estate acquisition. The
team was very knowledgeable and interested in our success. Margaret Tom
Excellent Training! So much information that is not available anywhere else. The instructors
know their subject matter inside and out. They are honest trustworthy folks with a sense of
humor! Reggie W.
I just spent three remarkable days with John Jamieson who was the main lecturer for a seminar
in Los Angeles. He is a natural teacher, experienced investor and for me the whole
package……John has hit the top of my Guru Chart……I recommend to all those investors who
have been looking like geniuses because of a strong local economy it’s time to listen and get
some real methods and ideas from John Jamieson who knows how to make money in a
challenged market. Candice Johnson
Mr. Jamieson was recently facilitating a training class in real estate. His knowledge, experience,
and communication skills really helped open my eyes and perception into new ideas, concepts
and strategies into the Real Estate Market. Mr. Jamieson’s methods and strategies are tested
proven and allotted economic gains for himself and his business. I highly commend his support,
expertise, and facilitating techniques in the area of investing settings. Semi P. Saulo

